
 

 
 

Thank you for shipping with Source Logistics LLC. We appreciate your business and want to provide the 

highest quality service at all times. Please be assured that while every effort is made to ensure safe 

delivery of your goods, sometimes loss and/or damage does occur. While Source Logistics LLC arranges 

for the transportation of your goods, by law, it is the carrier who bears responsibility for loss or damage to 

your freight.  

 

Because it is an industry standard that carrier liability is limited in the event of loss or damage to cargo, 

we strongly encourage you to purchase “All-Risk” Cargo Insurance to protect your financial interest. 

Additionally, we are finding that because of the current economic climate, cargo losses from piracy and 

theft are on the rise. It is important to note that carriers will not be liable for loss if they were not 

negligent in contributing to the loss. If you do not insure your cargo “All-Risk,” recovery will be limited.  

 

How Can You Protect Yourself? 

 

Source Logistics LLC recommends that you purchase “All Risk” Cargo Insurance, which provides the 

owner of the cargo with coverage for direct physical loss or damage without the need to prove liability. 

As your transportation specialist, Source Logistics LLC will report and handle the claims on your behalf. 

 

Please Tell Us How You Would Like To Proceed 
 
 

 I would like Source Logistics LLC to insure all of my shipments effective 

__________________.* 

 I have my own Cargo Insurance coverage, but I would like to compare. Please send me a 

quotation. 

 I do not wish to insure any shipments with Source Logistics LLC and I understand that my 

recovery will be limited in the event of a loss. If goods are not insured and a claim occurs, 

Source Logistics LLC will send an initial claim letter to the carrier, but the shipper must 

pursue recovery.  

* Please note, depending on shipment details, deductibles and/or special conditions may apply – please Contact 

Source Logistics LLC. for specific coverage & insuring conditions. 
 

 

___________________________________       _________________________            
Signature                            Printed Name        

 
                                 

_____________________                                                     _________________________________                  ___________________ 
Title                                                                                        Company Name     Date 

                                                                                           

 


